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Health and weight loss experts aren’t being straight

with you.  Sadly, most aren’t up to date on the most

cutting edge science.     But some, who actually know

better, simply aren’t coming clean because, they think

you can’t handle the truth. They think you are a fragile

little orchid... and that the advice you desperately need

to lose weight and get healthy will be too hard for you to

follow.  This totally pisses me off because, having bad

information is exactly the reason why so many of us are

struggling so frigging hard to lose weight and keep it off

for good!

 

Finally, someone is going to give it to you straight, cause

that's how I roll.   I know you're not a fragile little orchid. 

 And while I'm committed to being very real with you,

I'm equally committed to making sure we have fun

because,  that is also how I roll.   Ready?

Laurell Eden:  Pioneering Weight Loss Coach for Body & Mind

bodyupcoaching.com



OUTDATED, BAD ADVICE
 

Starve A. Saurus

Outdated Weight Loss Expert

This is an accurate photo of almost every weight loss expert out

there right now.     Grab my hand.  I’m here to rescue you from

the advice of ancient reptiles. 

 

Groundbreaking studies are proving that the prehistoric weight

loss manual we’ve all been reading is wrong.  

MODERN BREAKTHROUGHS
 

Pioneering researchers and doctors like Dr. David Ludwig and

Dr. Jason Fung are bringing the truth to light that losing weight

is all about METABOLISM and NOT about calorie counting.  This

is fabulous news.   Woo hoo!  Thanks, doc! 

GOODBYE HUNGER
 

These breakthroughs mean that we don’t have to starve

ourselves to shed weight.     We don’t even have to be hungry. 

We can eat until our stomachs feel full and still lose weight, as

long as we eat the right foods.  

AMAZING RAT STUDY
 

In a study published in The Lancet, Dr. David Ludwig and his

colleagues found that excessive weight gain is NOT caused by

eating too many calories.  Excessive weight gain is caused

by having consistently high insulin levels.  These consistently

high levels of insulin are caused by the prevalence of sugar and

sugary foods in our diet. The more sugary foods you eat, (like

bread and other highly refined grain foods, white potato and

actual table sugar), the more insulin your body will make, and

consequently, the more excess fat you’ll have on your body.

That’s the truth, plain and simple.

Photo Above Has NOTHING

To Do With The Study

 



 

THE LOW CALORIE SHAM
 

In the last few years, scientific evidence brought to light by

courageous and pioneering doctors is proving that most of us

have a BIG misconception about sugar and calories.   This

misconception is dangerous because, it’s making at lot of us

unhealthy and fat.  

 

Here it is:  Sugar isn’t fattening because of the calories.   Sugar

is fattening because it damages your metabolism.   

SUGAR AND METABOLISM
 

In Dr. Ludwig’s study, rats were put on a low calorie diet.   But,

because they were eating a starch from white potato, (that

turns into sugar quickly in the body), over time, the researchers

had to feed the rats less and less food in order to keep them

from gaining weight.   Make sure that sinks in, cause it's

important.  The rats had to eat fewer and fewer calories just to

maintain their weight.  Sound familiar?  I feel for those rats!  

 

When we consistently eat sugary foods, (foods high on the

glycemic index), like white bread or white potato, or pre-

packaged, processed foods with sugar added to the ingredients,

over time, just eating the same amount of food we used to be

able to eat will make us GAIN weight.   This is why we’re all

struggling so hard to lose weight and keep it off.

THE BIG CALORIE LIE
 

The big lie is that 100 calories of almonds is the same as 100

calories of candy in terms of managing our body weight.     It’s

not true.   Eating 100 calories of almonds won’t trigger weight

gain or damage your metabolism.   Eating 100 calories of candy

will.  Unfortunately, the truth of it is that we can't eat sugar and

sugary foods on a regular basis and also lose weight and be

healthy.  

 

When we're younger, it may seem like we can eat a lot of sugary

foods and still be reasonably healthy and thin.  This is probably

because we haven’t done much damage to our metabolism yet.   

But, as many of us have learned from our real life experience, as

you get older, this kind of unhealthy eating catches up with you.  

And now you know one of the big reasons why!



WHAT IS DIABESITY?
 

The insane amount of sugar and sugary foods that most of us

are eating on a daily basis is making us sick and fat. And,

unfortunately, a good amount of that sugar is hidden in so-

called health foods, diet foods and sports and energy drinks.

The crazy-stupid amount of sugar we're eating is the reason

why nearly 10% of Americans now have diabetes.

 

Type 2 Diabetes and obesity, together, are like evil twins in a

horror movie, pouncing upon oblivious snack-food eaters.  But,

the consequences are real.   Because so many diabetics are also

obese, some doctors are now calling this combination of

conditions, “Diabesity”.  Luckily, the same way of eating that is

healthy for the body is also the main key to losing weight and

maintaining a healthy weight.   We have to eat "real food".  

 

REAL FOOD VS. FAKE FOOD
 

Your body is designed to eat REAL FOOD.   “Real food” means

food found in nature that your ancient ancestors would have

hunted and fished for or gathered from plants and trees.

 

It’s crazy  that we have to clarify what “real food” is but, the

average person eats “fake food” at almost every meal.   “Fake

food” is making us sick and overweight because our bodies

aren’t meant to eat it.  

 

Your body isn't designed to eat highly refined grains, candy and

processed fake food with chemicals and added sugar.   To stay

healthy, we have to eat "real foods" found in nature.  There is no

Gummy Bear Tree.  You know that, right?   There’s no Pop-Tart

Bush, no Cheese Doodle Plant… we’re clear on this, right? 

 

Think about this.   Real food makes you healthy.  Real food, or

simply, “food”, is nourishing and nutritious.   If eating something

makes you sick and fat, it’s not “unhealthy food’. More

accurately, it's NOT FOOD AT ALL!     There is  no such thing as

“unhealthy food”.   Unhealthy food isn’t food.   There is only food

and fake food.  Clearly, if you want to be healthy, lose weight

and maintain a healthy weight, then Rule #1 is to eat only food

or real food.  



It's common to need a little help identifying real food because

most of us have been eating fake food, and thinking it's okay to

eat, for our whole lives up till now.  

 

So, what specifically, are the types of food that can be called

real food? Real foods are meat, fish, seafood, poultry, eggs,

vegetables, avocado, olives, and nuts.   I also include organic

dairy in the list, and you can eat it as long as you're not sensitive

to dairy.   There are other types of real food that, although they

are natural, it can be argued that our bodies aren't designed to

eat them in large quantities or all year long.  These foods

include fruit, beans and grains.   Although everyone's

sensitivities are different, you can probably eat a limited

amount of fruit, beans and certain kinds of whole grains and

still be healthy and fit. These specifics are more than we can

possibly cover in a short guide so, in the final section, we'll

review, and focus on what is most crucial for you to know.   

 

 

REAL FOOD

 

RULE #1 FOR HEALTH
 To put it simply,   if you eat only real food, you will vastly

improve your health, and your body will continue to move

toward your healthiest weight. 

 

REAL FOOD means food found in nature.  It's what your body is

designed to eat.  It's the only food that we can call "food" and

the only food we can eat and be healthy.   
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Laurell Eden is a pioneering, whole-health weight loss coach for

mind and body.   For over twenty years, she’s coached people to live

happier lives with a whole-person approach to health and personal

transformation.  

 

She has taught hundreds of people to get healthy and lose weight

for good, using the same cutting edge, scientific techniques she used

to kickstart her own metabolism and shed 20 pounds in 7 1/2 weeks.

She combines these techniques with a powerful mental

reconditioning system that rewires the mind to desire real, healthy

food.  Laurell's clients lose up 30 pounds in the first 10 weeks,

eliminate sugar cravings and brain fog, improve their energy, and

have eliminated blood pressure and diabetes medications.

 

Laurell's program is endorsed by psychologists because her powerful

system gives you the support, motivation and mindset shift you need

to make the step by step nutritional changes you'll follow.  It works

because she coaches the complete YOU: body, mind & spirit.

 

Learn more about Laurell and her Weight Loss Revolution Program

so you can get the complete support and strategies you need to get

results now!  To find out more or to schedule a "Metabolism

Supercharge Session" call with Laurell, visit bodyupcoaching.com

or email contact@bodyupcoaching.com.

 

 

 

About Laurell Eden and The Weight Loss Revolution 

Stay subscribed to Body Up Coaching for free webinars, videos
and groundbreaking information 

that will transform your body and your life.  
 

For more details, email contact@bodyupcoaching.com.
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